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Aims
• To understand the nature of the transnational
terrorist threat to Southeast Asia and the Asia-Pac
Region
• To understand the ideological and physical aspects
of the Daesh threat to the Region
• To discuss possible measures for Cities dealing with
the threat

The Changing Nature of Terrorism
•

Terrorism is sometimes defined as the
deliberate use of extra-normal violence
by a terrorist group to force a population
and its government to give in to terrorist
demands

•

In earlier secular revolutionary waves of
terrorism, the terrorists wanted “ a lot of
people watching, not a lot of people
dead”.

•

But in the current era of religiouslymotivated terrorism, it seems to be seen
as a form of divine punishment as well

•

Religiously motivated terrorists want a
lot of people dead and a lot of people
watching as well…

The Evolving Terror Threat

The Terrorist Threat in
Southeast Asia
The December 2001 Jemaah Islamiyah
plot to attack Western Targets in
Singapore was a Shock
JI a Indonesian-based, but
transnational, Southeast Asian terror
network
Sought to create a pan-Southeast
Asian Islamic State
Four Mantiqis or Regions in
Southeast Asia, from Southern
Thailand to Australia
Origins in the old Darul Islam
separatist movement in Indonesia

The October 2002 Bali Bombings
reiterated the very real threat to
Southeast Asian countries of JI attacks
Further JI and JI-related Strikes
between 2003-9

JI and associated networks long
represented the Key Terrorist Threat
to Southeast Asia since the 2000s

Daesh: The Latest Face of Transnational
Terrorism

The Rise of the East Asia
Wilayah?
From May to October 2017, Daesh-linked
fighters were engaged with Philippine army
in the city of Marawi in Mindanao, in
southern Philippines
Daesh supposedly seeking to expand
influence into Southeast Asia
Mindanao has had decades of Muslim
separatist insurgency and international
terror links

Reports indicate that Daesh may be trying to
create an East Asia Wiliayah in Mindanao –
foreign fighters in Marawi were detected
plus evidences of operational and funding
links with ISIS Central in Syria
Pro-Daesh militants of the BIFF were
involved in a skirmish with Philippine
military in Maguindanao last week
The threat to Southeast Asia is very real
Recent Abu Uqayl video December 2017 –
Singaporean Daesh militant

Surabaya Bombings of
May 2018
Radicalized families were
involved in attacks on
churches and a police station
They were part of the JAD
network led by Indonesian
extremist ideologue Aman
Abdurrahman
The families were exposed to
extremist ideology, preachers
and videos at weekly JAD
gatherings
Aman and his followers are
pro-Daesh

The Ideological Element of the
Extremist Mindset: Al Qaedaism
• What drives Daesh and Al Qaeda is the Ideology of “Al Qaedaism” –
Salafi Jihadism, Jihadi Salafism, Bin Ladinism etc.
• Portrays Muslim world as involved in a cosmic war for survival with an
“evil Jewish-Crusader Axis” led by the US, Israel and a coalition of
friendly governments
• Key element of Al Qaedaist thought includes the notion that all Western
and allied civilians have “dirty hands” because their political support and
taxes enable Western and allied governments to engage in or support
oppression of Muslims in Palestine, Chechnya and Afghanistan

The Ideological Element of the Extremist Mindset:
Al Qaedaism
• Another key element is the idea that if the US and its allies target
innocent Muslim civilians in places like Iraq and Afghanistan, the
militants will target Western civilians as well.

Two Forms of Physical Threat
• Organized Terrorist Networks like Daesh
• Lone Wolves inspired but not necessarily
directed by the likes of Daesh and similar
groups

Daesh and Southeast
Asia

• Daesh has transformed the
Operational transnational terrorist
threat picture in SEA

• Deash has strong ideological reach
and support within the region,
especially Indonesia eg. Aman
Abdurrahman, Bahasa websites and
publications like Dabiq
• Future attacks could take the form
of:
– Plots by local groups on behalf of
Daesh eg. Jakarta attacks Jan 2016,
June 2017; Marawi 2017
– Returning Foreign Fighters from Syria,
Iraq, Marawi
– Self-radicalized lone wolves

Marina Bay Sands Plot by
Katibah Gonggong Rebus
(KGR)
August 2016
The leader of the cell Gigih Rahmat
Dewa, was in contact with Indonesian
Daesh leader Bahrun Naim in Syria
Communication and instructions in
bomb-making done via Telegram
Singapore’s Stock Exchange and the
Port also identified as potential
targets in an online ISIS publication as
reported in June 2017

Technological Trends and the Rise of “Lone Wolves”
•

Increasingly efficient Internet broadband access and cheaper 4G smartphone
technology have been a boon to transnational terrorist networks like AQ and ISIS

•

In Singapore in mid-2010, a full-time National Serviceman, a freelance religious
teacher and one of the teacher’s students were detained.

•

They had all been radicalized by the Al Qaeda ideologue Anwar Al-Awlaki – the
“bin Laden of the Internet”.

•

The episode shows the dangers of violent extremist ideology – whether
disseminated through books, preaching, magazines or increasingly on the
Internet.

•

Daesh has made powerful use of the social media such as Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube etc. to produce “self-radicalized” lone wolf terrorists

The Threat of “Lone Wolves”
•Lone wolves can become significant
players because the Internet gives
indiscriminate access to information
about targets and types of weapons eg.
‘How to Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of
Your Mom’ in AQ English online
magazine Inspire
•The lone wolf may potentially employ
CBRN weapons/material and escalate
the number of civilian casualties – or
may use simple weapons like the
London attacks in March and June 2017

Diverse Lone Wolf Threats
•

The Internet or self-radicalized lone
wolf or wolf pack seems to be emerging
as a very powerful form of the new
terrorist threat today globally.

•

Even in Singapore in 2015 we have seen
examples of this phenomenon

•

Multiple lone wolf modalities

• Counter-Strategies

Understand that Terrorism has Many
Faces

Avoid Islamophobia
•

Ultimately the Muslim religious leaders have
to take the lead in fighting Daesh ideology and
rehabilitating affected individuals

•

Daesh social media strategy will require great
skill and persuasiveness to be defeated

•

Regional governments and Muslim religious
leaders are working together to counter the
threat of extremist ideology

•

Need for non-Muslim sensitivity as most
Muslims detest what Daesh is and does eg.
“Not in My Name” campaign by UK Muslims

•

Being insensitive fuels the Daesh message that
“everybody is against Islam - so why bother?”

•

Southeast Asian non-Muslim communities
need to support progressive Muslims and their
leaders – not tar every Muslim with the same
brush as the violent extremists

Major RSIS-PCID Conference on
PVE, Manila, 22-23 Sep 2017
• Engage women and youth

• Engage social media companies
• Engage religious leaders

Deal with the Issue of “Non-Violent” Extremism
•
•

“Extreme groups may…provide a legal 'safety valve’ for extreme views”
(UK Government Report 2010)

•

Certain worldviews, ‘even when held without advocating violence’, quite
unequivocally provide the ‘mood music’ that encourages terrorist acts.
– (Ed Husain)

•

‘I am only a craftsman selling knives – I am not responsible for how those knives are
used’
– (A.B. Ba’asyir)

Finally•

National-level initiatives to keep
Southeast Asian and regional
countries safe and secure eg. SG
Secure Campaign in Singapore

• Threat-Oriented Person
Screening Integrated System
(TOPSIS) expansion from
checkpoints to shopping malls,
cinemas, power and water
treatment plants
• New legislation to deal with
evolving terrorist threat eg.
POSSPA, Infrastructure
Enforcement Act in Singapore;
POTA in Malaysia, tougher antiterrorism laws in Indonesia
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